
WYOMING CO. 4-H 
DOG OBEDIENCE TRAINING GUIDE

Obedience Class List

D-1    Grooming and Handling -Beginners
D-2    Grooming and Handling -Experienced Exhibitors
D-3    Beginner A (first year dog project members, all on lead)
D-4    Beginner B (returning student or dog, on lead)
D-5    Beginner C (AKC rules, some off lead)
D-5    Graduate Beginner A
D-6    Graduate Beginner B
D-7    Novice A
D-8    Novice B
D-9    Advanced Novice
D-10  Graduate Novice (w/dumbell)
D-11  Open
D-12   Brace Class
D-13   Four Man Team
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Open A 

• Equipment needed:  6 foot or shorter leash, appropriate collar, dumbbell, (high 
jump, broad jump provided at show) 

• Exercises (in listed order) 
1. Heel Free and Figure Eight (off lead) [40 points] 

- Judge’s Orders:  Forward, Right Turn, Left Turn, About Turn, Slow, Normal, 
Fast, Halt, Exercise finished 

- Both exercises off leash 
- NQ: constantly talking to dog, adapting to dog’s pace, leaving handler’s 

side? 
- Minor deductions: lagging, heeling wide, forging, crowding, poor sits, 

failure to sit at a halt, other heeling imperfections; handler does not walk at 
brisk pace; additional commands or signals to heel, failure of dog or 
handler to speed up noticeably for fast, or slow down noticeably for slow 

2. Command Discrimination (Stand, Down, Sit) [30 points] 
- Dog should respond correctly to handler’s commands and/or signals, and 

that dog stays until the handler returns to heel position 
- Judge’s orders:  leave your dog, back to your dog, stand your dog OR down 

your dog (judge will say first position); judge will signal to direct handler to 
command and/or signal the dog to change to second and third positions 

- Overview of exercise: Begin with dog sitting in heel position.  Judge will give 
order (verbally) to change to 1st position, then handler will leave dog and 
walk forward 15 feet (handler can give command to stay at this time), turn 
and face dog as judge directs (via signal) them to ask dog for change to 2nd 
position. Handler will leave dog (handler can give a command and/or signal 
to stay at this time) at judge’s order, and will walk an additional 15 feet 
away from dog and turn and face the dog upon which judge will then signal 
to handler for 3rd position.  Then handler returns to dog after judge’s 
direction.  **Dog must stay in 3rd position without additional commands or 
signals until handler has returned to heel position.   

- *Handler’s hands and arms must hang naturally at the handler’s side. 
- NQ: dog fails to obey handler’s first command and/or signal for each 

position or does not stay until handler returns to heel position 
- Substantial deduction: dog changes position after handler has returned to 

heel position and before judge states exercise finished 
- Minor or substantial deduction: handler’s hands and arms not hanging 

naturally at side, dog walks forward 
3. Drop on Recall [30 points] 
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- Judge’s orders:  leave your dog, call your dog, signal to drop dog, call your 
dog, finish 

- Handler must walk to other side of ring then turn and face dog 
- NQ:  dog does not drop completely to the down position on a single 

command or signal, dog does not remain down until called or signaled 
- Minor or substantial deductions: delayed or slow response to handler’s 

command or signal to drop, slow response to either of the recalls, all 
penalties listed under Novice Recall also apply. 

4. Retrieve on Flat [20 points] 
- Judge’s orders:  throw it, send your dog, take it, finish 
- Handler can give command and/or signal to stay while dumbbell is thrown; 

if signal to stay is chosen, signal may not be given with same hand that is 
holding the dumbbell 

- Dumbbell must be thrown at least 20 feet 
- Poor dumbbell throw will result in another throw 
- NQ: dog fails to go out on first command or signal, goes to retrieve before 

command or signal is given, fails to retrieve, does not return with dumbbell 
sufficiently close that the handler can easily take the dumbbell as described 
above 

- Minor or substantial deductions: dog slow to go out, return, or pick up 
dumbbell; dog does not go directly to the dumbbell; unnecessary mouthing 
or playing with dumbbell, reluctance or refusal to release the dumbbell to 
the handler, dropping the dumbbell; other penalties listed under Novice 
Recall 

5. Retrieve over High Jump [30 points] 
- Dog must go out over jump, pick up dumbbell, and return with dumbbell 

over the jump 
- Judge’s orders:  throw it, send your dog, take it, finish 
- Dog and handler must begin standing at least 8 feet (or any reasonable 

distance beyond 8 feet) from the jump; handler must remain in same spot 
throughout exercise 

- JUMP HEIGHTS: are in multiples of 2 inches with no dog jumping less than 4 
inches or more than 36 inches 
- jump height determination: measure height of the dog at the withers, 

this height is rounded to the nearest multiple of 2 inches to determine 
minimum jump height (except dogs eligible for 4 inch height- these dogs 
must be less than 7.5 inches at the withers).   Handlers who choose to 
have their dogs jump more than minimum jump height are neither 
penalized nor will receive extra consideration.   
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- exceptions: some breeds will jump 3/4 of their actual height at withers 
(see judge’s rulebook, appendices A and B for list of breeds) which is 
rounded to the nearest multiple of 2 inches. 

- High jump specifications:  5 feet wide, built to be set at a height of 4 inches 
and adjustable at 2 inch increments from 8 inches to 36 inches; uprights are 
4 feet high; four 8-inch boards and one 4-inch board, and one 2 inch board 
should be available; jump must be flat white color; height  of each board is 
indicated in black 2 inch numbers 

- NQ:  dog fails to go over full height of jump in either direction, uses the 
jump for any aid in going over, or returns over the jump without the 
dumbbell 

- Minor or substantial deductions: dog touches jump when going over it, dog 
touches jump when going over it, dog displays hesitation or reluctance in 
jumping; all other penalties listed under retrieve on flat apply 

6. Broad Jump [20 points] 
- Dog must stay where left until directed to jump, dog must clear jump on a 

single command or signal, dog must return to handler after it has jumped 
- Judge’s orders:  leave your dog, send your dog, finish 
- Handler stands with dog in heel position at least 8 feet from jump facing 

lowest side of lowest hurdle; after judge orders leave your dog, handler 
gives command and/or signal to stay and goes to position facing the right 
side of the jump, handlers may stand anywhere between the lowest edge 
of the first hurdle and the highest edge of the last hurdle with their toes out 
about 2 feet from jump; on judge’s order, the dog is given signal to jump 
and when dog is in midair, handler makes a 90 degree pivot and dog 
returns to sitting position in front of handler, finishing as in Novice Recall. 

- JUMP SPREAD: distance equal to twice the height of the high jump setting 
for each dog 

- Jump setup:  4 hurdles for jump of 48-72 inches; 3 hurdles for 28-44 inches, 
2 hurdles for 16-24 inches, 1 for 8 inches; highest hurdle eliminated first 
when decreasing the number of hurdles in jump 

- Broad jump specifications: 4 white telescoping hurdles, all about 8 inches 
wide; largest hurdle measures 5 feet long and 6 inches at the highest point; 
are evenly spaced in ring to cover entire distance dog is to jump 

- NQ:  dog fails to stay until directed to jump, refuses the jump on the first 
command or signal, or steps on or between the hurdles 

- Minor or substantial deductions:  dog does not return directly to handler, 
dog displays any hesitation or reluctance in jumping, dog touches the jump 

7. Stand Stay - get your leash [30 points]. 
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- Dog stays in stand position until handler returns to heel position 
- Judge’s Orders: stand your dog, leave your dog to get your leash, back to 

your dog 
- Command and/or signal dog to stand *without* touching dog or dog’s 

collar, dog must stand but does not have to stand in heel position; give 
command and/or signal to stay and walk forward to place designated by 
judge (15 feet away from dog, *leash outside ring gate*) pick up leash, 
turn, and face the dog; return directly to dog when directed by judge, 
walking around and in back of dog back into heel position 

- NQ:  fails to stand on first command/signal, dog moves a substantial 
distance away from place it was left any time during the exercise, not 
remaining in stand position (sits or lies down) until handler returns to heel 
position, repeated barking or whining 

- Substantial deductions: resistance by dog to handler’s attempts to make it 
sit, dog moves even a short distance from where it was left, barks or whines 
only once or twice, changes from stand position after handler has returned 
to heel position and before judge says exercise finished; dog that does not 
remain under control while leaving ring 

               *Maximum total score:  200 points 
 
Open B 

• Exercises:  same as in Open A, various orders 

• Command discrimination order (stand, down, sit) varies as well 

• Possibilities include: Down-sit-stand, stand-sit-down, down-stand-sit, stand-
down-sit 
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Graduate Open A/B 

• Equipment needed:  6 foot or shorter leash, appropriate collar, 4 articles (2 sets of
2), gloves (2 white)

• Exercises:
1. Signal Exercise [40 points]

- Goals: ability of dog and handler to work as team while heeling and the
dog’s correct response to the commands and/or signals to stand, stay,
down, sit, and come

- Judge’s orders: same as in Novice heel on leash, stand your dog; stand your
dog order will only be given when the dog and handler are walking at a
normal pace and will be followed by the order to leave your dog; judge will
use signals to direct handler to command and/or signal dog to down, sit,
come (in this sequence) and to finish

- Heeling as in Heel Free BUT handlers may use signals only and must not
speak to dogs at any time during this portion of the exercise

- After leaving dog (on judge’s order) handler will go at least 10 feet from
dog and turn and face dog

- On judge’s signal handler will give commands and/or signals to down, sit,
come, and finish as in the Novice Recall

- NQ: dog fails to obey first command and/or signal to stand, stay, down, sit,
or come

- Minor or substantial deductions: dog walks forward on the stand, down, or
sit portions of exercise, all applicable penalties listed under heel on leash
and novice recall (after dog given command and/or signal to come)
exercises apply

2. Scent Discrimination [30 points]
- Exercise performed as in utility scent discrimination except handler will

present 4 articles consisting of 2 sets only
- Handler discretion as to which type of article is retrieved
- Dog and handler remain facing articles and only **one article** will be

retrieved
3. Go Out [30 points]

- Goal: dog goes away from handler to opposite end of ring and stops as
directed

- Judge’s orders: send your dog, back to your dog
- Handler stands with dog sitting in heel position at the unobstructed end of

the ring in the approximate center at any distance from about 20 feet
beyond the jumps up to midway between the jumps
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- On judge’s order handler commands and/or signals dog to go forward at a
brisk trot or gallop to a point about 20 feet past the jumps in the
approximate center of the ring.

- When the dog reaches this point, handler will give a command to sit. Dog
must stop and sit with its attention on the handler, but need not sit
squarely.

- On judge’s order the handler returns to heel position by walking around
and in back of their dog.

- NQ: dog anticipates handler’s command and/or signal to go out, dog fails to
leave handler, dog does not go out between jumps, dog does not stop and
remain at least 10 feet past the jumps without additional command

- Substantial deductions: dog changes position after sitting or moves even a
short distance after stopping

- Minor or substantial deductions: dog does not stop on command, does not
stop in approximate center of the ring about 20 feet past jumps, does not
sit, receives additional command to sit after the dog has stopped, dog
anticipates handler’s command to sit, slowness in going out

4. Directed Jumping [40 points]
- Goals: dog stays where left, jumps as directed, returns to handler as in

Novice Recall
- Judge’s orders: leave your dog, bar, high, finish
- **Dog will be sent over only 1 jump**
- Handler stands with dog sitting in heel position at unobstructed end and in

center of ring.
- Handler gives command and/or signal to stay then walks forward to the

other end of the ring, turns to face the dog and stands with arms and hands
hanging naturally

- Judge orders either bar or high for the jump and handler commands and/or
signals the dog to return to the handler over that designated jump

- While dog is in midair, handler may turn to face the dog as it returns; dog
must sit in front of handler and on order from judge finish as in Novice
Recall

- NQ: additional command and/or signal to stay, dog moves from place it was
left or anticipates handler’s command and/or signal to jump, fails to jump,
returns over wrong jump, knocks bar off uprights, uses the top of the jump
for aid in going over

- Minor or substantial deductions: touching jump, hesitation in jumping
5. Moving Stand & Examination [30 points]
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- Performed and scored same as in Utility Moving Stand and Examination
except handler may pause/hesitate when giving command and/or signal to
stand

6. Directed Retrieve [30 points]
- Performed and scored same as in Utility Directed Retrieve except that a

center glove is not used
*Maximum total score:  200 points
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Utility A

• Equipment: 6 foot or shorter leash,  appropriate collar, 10 articles (2 sets of 5),
gloves (3 white)

• Exercises:
1. Signal Exercise [40 points]

- Heeling with correct response to signals to stand, stay, down, sit, and come
- Judge’s orders: Same as in Novice Heel on lead, with addition of stand your

dog; judge will use signals for directing handler to signal dog to down, sit,
come (in this order) and to finish.

- Heeling done as in Heel Free, except handlers may use signals only and
must not speak to dogs at any time during this exercise.  While dog is
heeling at one end of the ring, judge will order handler to stand your dog.
After judge orders leave your dog, handler will signal dog to stay, walk to
other end of the ring, and turn and face dog.  On judge’s signal, handler will
give signals to down, sit, come, and finish as in the Novice Recall.

- NQ: dog fails to obey the handler’s first signal to stand, stay, down, sit or
come, or that receives a verbal command from handler to do any of these
parts of the exercise

- Substantial deduction: any audible command during heeling or finish
portions of the exercise.

- Minor or substantial deductions: dog walks forward on the stand, down, or
sit portions of exercise, penalties as listed under heel on leash and novice
recall exercises also apply.

2. Scent Discrimination Article #1 [30 points]
- Goals: selection of handler’s article from among other articles by scent

alone and prompt delivery of correct article to the handler
- Judge’s orders: take an article, taking of the article from the handler, send

your dog, take it, finish
- ARTICLES: provided by handler, consist of 2 sets only - metal, leather, or

wood; each set is comprised of 5 identical objects which may be items of
everyday use; size proportionate to size of the dog; articles may be
unfinished, stained, or dyed, and designed so that a minimum amount of
fastening material is visible; articles must be legibly numbered with a
different number and must be approved by judge

- Handler presents all 10 articles to judge, judge chooses 2 and places them
on table or chair in the ring.
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- Judge or steward handles each of the remaining 8 articles while randomly
arranging them on the floor or ground about 6 inches apart; closest article
should be about 20 feet from handler and dog.

- After remaining articles placed, handler faces away from articles with dog
sitting in heel position.  Handler begins to scent each article after judge
orders take an article; handler can command and/or signal dog to stay in sit
position; handler may use either article first but must hand it immediately
to judge when ordered; judge will ask which method will be used to send
dog during scenting of article.

- Handler cannot talk to dog after judge takes article to place in pile; can talk
to but not pet dog during scenting of article

- After picking up article exercise will be completed as retrieve on flat
- Procedure followed for both articles
- NQ:  retrieves wrong article, does not complete retrieve of right article; if

using after a sit method, anticipating the command or signal to retrieve, if
using send directly method any additional command or signal to retrieve

- Minor or substantial deductions: additional command/signal to stay, dog
changes position while handler taking or scenting article, dog moves from
place it was left, handler petting dog while scenting article, roughness in
giving scent to dog, not returning arm and hand to a natural position after
giving scent and before turning, excessive motions when turning toward
articles, not turning in place, talking to dog after judge has taken article

- Minor or substantial deductions: dog is slow, dog does not go directly to
articles, does not work continuously, picks up wrong article; no penalty for
dog that takes a reasonably long time examining articles, provided it is
working continuously, penalties under heel free, novice recall, and retrieve
on flat also apply

3. Scent Discrimination Article #2 [30 points]
4. Directed Retrieve [30 points]

- Judge’s orders: one, two, or three, take it, finish
- Handler provides 3 gloves, handler stands with back to unobstructed end of

the ring midway between and in line with the jumps with dog sitting in heel
position.

- Gloves designated 1, 2, and 3 reading from left to right when handler is
facing gloves

- Handler turns in place to face glove, halt with dog sitting in heel position -
handler cannot touch dog or reposition it, handler then gives dog the
direction to the designated glove with a single motion of the left hand and
arm along the right side of the dog, then either simultaneously with or
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immediately following giving the direction the handler must give a verbal 
retrieve command, the dog must go directly to the glove, completing the 
exercise as in the retrieve on flat. 

- Handlers may bend their bodies and knees as far as necessary to give the
direction to the dogs but must then stand up in a natural position with their
arms and hands hanging naturally at their sides

- NQ: any commands or signals to position dog after handler turns to fare
glove, handler fails to give a verbal command to retrieve, dog retrieves
wrong glove, dog does not complete retrieve of designated glove

- Substantial deduction: handler does not turn in place, handler does not
face designated glove, handler does not give verbal command to retrieve
simultaneously or immediately after giving direction to retrieve, dog does
not go directly to glove; penalties listed under heel free, novice recall, and
retrieve on flat apply as well

5. Moving Stand and Examination [30 points]
- Judge’s orders: forward, stand your dog, call your dog to heel
- Handler stands with dog sitting in heel position in place designated by

judge, on judge’s command handler commands or signals dog to heel, after
handler has proceeded about 10 feet judge orders stand your dog in which
handler commands and/or signals dog to stand and continues forward
about 10-12 feet, then handler will turn in either direction and face dog
which must stand and stay in position.

- Judge approaches from front to examine it, examination consists of judge
gently using both hands in a single smooth motion beginning at the sides of
the dog’s neck, proceeding along the body and ending at the dog’s croup.

- On judge’s order, the handler will command and/or signal the dog to return
to heel position, dog should return in a brisk manner

- NQ: dog displays fear or resentment, moves from a place where it was left,
sits or lies down before it is called, growls or snaps, repeatedly whines or
barks, fails to heel, stand, stay, or accept the judge’s examination, fails to
return to handler

- Minor or substantial deductions: dog moves its feet repeatedly while
remaining in place or for a dog that returns to the handler as defined in the
novice recall but not in heel position, handler hesitates or pauses while
giving the stand command and/or signal; also includes penalties of novice
heel free, stand for examination, and recall exercises.

6. Directed Jumping [40 points]
- Principal features: dog goes away from handler to opposite end of the ring,

stop, jump as directed, and return as in the novice recall
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- Judge’s orders: send your dog, bar, high, finish
- Jumps are placed midway in the ring at right angles to the longest sides of

the ring 18-20 ft apart
- High jump: height and construction same as in open classes.
- Bar jump: bar between 2-2.5 inches square with edges rounded to remove

any sharpness; bar is flat black and white in alternate sections each about 3
inches wide, bar has weight of wood; bar is supported by 2 unconnected 4
foot upright posts about 5 feet apart and built to be set at a height of 4
inches and must be adjustable for each 2 inches of height from 8 inches to
36 inches.  Jump must be build so that the bar may be knocked off without
affecting the uprights.

- Handler stands in the approximate center of the ring with dog sitting in heel
position, about 20 feet from the jumps and midway between them.. On
judge’s order, handler will command and/or signal the dog to go forward at
a brisk trot or gallop to a point 20 feet past the jumps in the approximate
center of the unobstructed end of the ring.  When the dog reaches this
point, handler will give a command to sit, dog must stop and sit with
attention on the handler, but need not sit squarely.

- Judge orders bar or high for first jump, and the handler will command
and/or signal the dog to return to the handler over the designated jump.
When the dog is in midair, the handler may turn to face the dog as it
returns, dog will sit in front of the handler and finish as in novice recall after
judge commands finish.

- Same procedure will follow for second jump
- NQ: anticipates handler’s command and/or signal to go out, fails to leave

handler, does not go out between the jumps, does not stop and remain at
least 10 feet past the jumps without an additional command, anticipates
the handler’s command and/or signal to jump, returns over wrong jump,
knocks bar off uprights, uses the top of any jump for aid in going over

- Minor or substantial deductions: dog does not stop on command, does not
stop in the approximate center of the ring about 20 feet past jumps, dog
does not sit, dog receives an additional  command to sit after dog has
stopped, anticipates handler’s command to sit, slowness going out,
touching jumps, hesitation in jumping, penalties of novice recall apply as
well

*Maximum total score:  200 points

Utility B

• Exercises:  same as in Utility A, but various orders
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Brace (2 dogs, Graduate Beginner exercises completed at same time) 

• Equipment:  6’ leash for sit & down stay, shorter leash can be used for other
exercises; flat buckle or chain (no prong) collar,  coupler to join dogs’ collars
together, no tags hanging from collars

• Exercises:
1. Heel on Leash and Figure Eight [160 points]

- Judge’s Orders:  Forward, Right Turn, Left Turn, About Turn, Slow, Normal,
Fast, Halt, Exercise finished

- Figure eight is on leash as well, can go in either direction to start
- NQ:  constantly tugging on leash, constantly talking to dog, adapting to

dog’s pace
- Minor deductions: lagging, heeling wide, forging, crowding, poor sits,

failure to sit at a halt, other heeling imperfections; tightening or jerking of
the leash, handler who guides dog with leash, handler does not walk at
brisk pace; additional commands or signals to heel, failure of dog or
handler to speed up noticeably for fast, or slow down noticeably for slow

2. Stand for Examination (off lead) [60 points]
- Dog should stand in position before and during examination without

displaying resentment
- Judge’s Orders: stand your dog and leave when ready, back to your dog,

exercise finished
- Off leash:  Leash will be removed and given to steward at start of exercise
- On judge’s order, handler will stand/pose dog by method of handler’s

choice, taking reasonable time if chosen to pose dog as in conformation
show ring

- Must walk 6 feet away from dog
- NQ: dog sits or lies down, moves away from place where it was left either

before or during examination, or growls, snaps, or displays resentment
- Minor or substantial deductions: shyness (if extreme, NQ), moving feet at

any time, moving away after examination has been completed
3. Recall  (off lead) [60 points]

- Dog must come briskly and directly to handler and sit straight centered in
front of handler; dog must be close enough to handler so handler can touch
its head without excessive bending, stretching, or moving either foot;
manner in which dog finishes is optional though it should be prompt

- Judges’s Orders:  leave your dog, call your dog, finish
- Handler walks to other side of ring directly across from dog
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- NQ: additional command and/or signal to stay, fails to come on first 
command or signal, moves from place it was left before being called or 
signaled to come, does not sit close enough to handler 

- Substantial deductions:  handlers extra command and/or signal to sit or 
finish, dog that fails to remain sitting and either stands or lies down, fails to 
come at a brisk trot or gallop, fails to sit in front, fails to finish or sit at heel 

- Minor or substantial deductions:  slow or poor sits, finishes are not prompt 
or smart, touching handler on coming in or while finishing, sitting between 
handler/s feet 

4. Sit Stay - get your leash [60 points] 
- Dog remains in sit position while handler retrieves leash from a place 15 

feet away in ring 
- Judge’s orders:  sit your dog, leave your dog to get your leash, back to your 

dog 
- Command and/or signal dog to sit *without* touching dog or dog’s collar; 

give command and/or signal to stay and walk forward to place designated 
by judge for leash (leash will be 15 feet away from where dog is sitting, 
placed in the ring); pick up leash, turn, and face the dog; return directly to 
dog when directed walking around and in back of dog back into heel 
position 

- NQ:  dog moves a substantial distance away from place it was left any time 
during the exercise, not remaining in sit position until handler returns to 
heel position, repeated barking or whining 

- Substantial deductions: resistance by dog to handler’s attempts to make it 
sit, dog moves even a short distance from where it was left, barks or whines 
only once or twice, changes from sit position after handler has returned to 
heel position and before judge says exercise finished; *dog that does not 
remain under control while leaving ring 

5. Group Exercise - Down Stay (1 min, on lead) [60 points]. *6 foot leash 
required for this exercise 
- Dog remains in down position during entire exercise 
- Only dogs that have qualified in all individual exercises are eligible for group 

exercises 
- Dogs on lead (6 foot leash) during exercise; exercise is 1 minute long; timing 

begins when judge says to leave dog 
- Handlers are required to exit ring with dogs under control and without 

jumping, pulling, or tugging on the leash after exercise complete 
- Dogs will be spaced minimum 6 feet apart and minimum of 4 feet from ring 

barriers 
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- Judge’s Orders:  down your dogs, leave your dogs, back to your dogs 
- NQ: dog moves a substantial distance away from place where it was left 

any time during the exercise, not remaining in the required position until 
handler has returned to heel position, repeatedly barking or whining 

- Substantial deductions:  dog that must be repositioned by handler if it is 
out of position enough to interfere with an adjacent dog, dog moves even a 
short distance from where it was left, barks or whines only once or twice, 
changes position after handler has returned from heel position and before 
judge says exercise finished; jerking or tightening leash before exercise 
finished, dog does not remain under control while leaving the ring 

- Minor or substantial deductions: touching dog or its collar while getting dog 
into down position 

    *Maximum total score:  400 points 
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4 Man team (Graduate Beginner exercises) 

• Equipment:  6’ leash for sit & down stay, shorter leash can be used for other 
exercises; flat buckle or chain (no prong) collar, no tags hanging from collar 

• Exercises: 
1. Heel on Leash [160 points] 

- Judge’s Orders:  Forward, Right Turn, Left Turn, About Turn, Slow, Normal, 
Fast, Halt, Exercise finished 

- Figure eight is on leash as well, can go in either direction to start 
- NQ:  constantly tugging on leash, constantly talking to dog, adapting to 

dog’s pace 
- Minor deductions: lagging, heeling wide, forging, crowding, poor sits, 

failure to sit at a halt, other heeling imperfections; tightening or jerking of 
the leash, handler who guides dog with leash, handler does not walk at 
brisk pace; additional commands or signals to heel, failure of dog or 
handler to speed up noticeably for fast, or slow down noticeably for slow 

2. Figure Eight (on lead) [80 points] 
- Judge’s Orders:  Forward, Halt, Exercise finished 
- Figure eight is on leash as well, can go in either direction to start 
- NQ:  constantly tugging on leash, constantly talking to dog, adapting to 

dog’s pace 
- Minor deductions: lagging, heeling wide, forging, crowding, poor sits, 

failure to sit at a halt, other heeling imperfections; tightening or jerking of 
the leash, handler who guides dog with leash, handler does not walk at 
brisk pace; additional commands or signals to heel, failure of dog or 
handler to speed up noticeably for fast, or slow down noticeably for slow 

3. Executing the heeling pattern and figure 8 as a team [40 points] 
4. Stand for Examination (off lead) [120 points] 

- All dogs stand at once, all stay at once, dogs examined one at a time by 
judge 

- Dog should stand in position before and during examination without 
displaying resentment 

- Judge’s Orders: stand your dog and leave when ready, back to your dog, 
exercise finished 

- Off leash:  Leash will be removed and given to steward at start of exercise 
- On judge’s order, handler will stand/pose dog by method of handler’s 

choice, taking reasonable time if chosen to pose dog as in conformation 
show ring 

- Must walk 6 feet away from dog 
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- NQ: dog sits or lies down, moves away from place where it was left either 
before or during examination, or growls, snaps, or displays resentment 

- Minor or substantial deductions: shyness (if extreme, NQ), moving feet at 
any time, moving away after examination has been completed 

5. Recall  (off lead) [120 points] 
- Dogs called one at a time, must return to their handler only 
- Dog must come briskly and directly to handler and sit straight centered in 

front of handler; dog must be close enough to handler so handler can touch 
its head without excessive bending, stretching, or moving either foot; 
manner in which dog finishes is optional though it should be prompt 

- Judges’s Orders:  leave your dog, call your dog, finish 
- Handler walks to other side of ring directly across from dog 
- NQ: additional command and/or signal to stay, fails to come on first 

command or signal, moves from place it was left before being called or 
signaled to come, does not sit close enough to handler 

- Substantial deductions:  handlers extra command and/or signal to sit or 
finish, dog that fails to remain sitting and either stands or lies down, fails to 
come at a brisk trot or gallop, fails to sit in front, fails to finish or sit at heel 

- Minor or substantial deductions:  slow or poor sits, finishes are not prompt 
or smart, touching handler on coming in or while finishing, sitting between 
handler/s feet 

6. Precision overall as a team and handler’s attire [40 points] 
7. Sit Stay - get your leash [120 points] 

- Dog remains in sit position while handler retrieves leash from a place 15 
feet away in ring 

- Judge’s orders:  sit your dog, leave your dog to get your leash, back to your 
dog 

- Command and/or signal dog to sit *without* touching dog or dog’s collar; 
give command and/or signal to stay and walk forward to place designated 
by judge for leash (leash will be 15 feet away from where dog is sitting, 
placed in the ring); pick up leash, turn, and face the dog; return directly to 
dog when directed walking around and in back of dog back into heel 
position 

- NQ:  dog moves a substantial distance away from place it was left any time 
during the exercise, not remaining in sit position until handler returns to 
heel position, repeated barking or whining 

- Substantial deductions: resistance by dog to handler’s attempts to make it 
sit, dog moves even a short distance from where it was left, barks or whines 
only once or twice, changes from sit position after handler has returned to 
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heel position and before judge says exercise finished; *dog that does not 
remain under control while leaving ring 

8. Group Exercise - Down Stay (1 min, on lead) [120 points]. *6 foot leash 
required for this exercise 
- Dog remains in down position during entire exercise 
- Only dogs that have qualified in all individual exercises are eligible for group 

exercises 
- Dogs on lead (6 foot leash) during exercise; exercise is 1 minute long; timing 

begins when judge says to leave dog 
- Handlers are required to exit ring with dogs under control and without 

jumping, pulling, or tugging on the leash after exercise complete 
- Dogs will be spaced minimum 6 feet apart and minimum of 4 feet from ring 

barriers 
- Judge’s Orders:  down your dogs, leave your dogs, back to your dogs 
- NQ: dog moves a substantial distance away from place where it was left 

any time during the exercise, not remaining in the required position until 
handler has returned to heel position, repeatedly barking or whining 

- Substantial deductions:  dog that must be repositioned by handler if it is 
out of position enough to interfere with an adjacent dog, dog moves even a 
short distance from where it was left, barks or whines only once or twice, 
changes position after handler has returned from heel position and before 
judge says exercise finished; jerking or tightening leash before exercise 
finished, dog does not remain under control while leaving the ring 

- Minor or substantial deductions: touching dog or its collar while getting dog 
into down position 

    *Maximum total score:  800 points 
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